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Abstract: Nowadays cyber-attacks are increase as compare to last 5 years. Hacker can attack on device through message, tricky 
image, e-mail etc. last few years hackers have done many cyber-attacks through text message and image. They send email to 
recipient (user) and tricked to click on malicious link, which can lead to the installation of malware, the freezing of the system as 
part of a ransom ware attack or the revealing of sensitive information. We want to classify this type of mail into whether it is 
Phishy or Ham. Our project aim is to classify received E-mail is Phishy E-mail or Ham. Machine learning algorithms and 
techniques used for predict received E-mail is Phishy or Ham. We are design one model which take input as raw data (M-BOX 
file which is contain text file of more than one E-mail) and predefined label and gives prediction of E-mail. We will use 
Supervised learning algorithm and Classification algorithm like Naïve Bayes, Support vector machine, Random forest, Decision 
tree etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Email (Electronic Mail) is one of the efficient ways to exchange data in the current century. it is very effective to share data all over 
the world. People are sharing personal information or documents through email, so it is very important for user to their data is safe. 
Cyber-attacks are increases for last few years. Cyber-attackers send unwanted commercial bulk emails and create a huge problem on 
internet. Cyber-attackers gather email addresses from different sources like websites, social platform etc. cyber-attackers send email 
which has malicious links, viruses etc. which can freeze system as part of ransomware attack and revealing of sensitive information. 
this type of email steals your personal information, like password bank verification number, credit card number etc. This phishy 
email creates many problems. phishy email interrupt the business productivity. Phishy email has pattern to confuse the end user and 
steal their information. Phishy email carry malicious links in a form of picture or a zip file or document. if the user downloads the 
picture or a file. malware was activated in your mobile or a computer and steal user's information. Phishy email consume the lot of 
bandwidth space. if we can stop this phishy emails we can save lot of bandwidth. phishy email have warning sign like urgent offers 
(for example “Buy now and get 50% off”). so, it's necessary to stop this kind of emails. We have to classify these emails, so we use 
machine learning techniques. We classify the email is phishy or ham. Phishy email means which has malicious links. ham email is a 
normal(safe) email. Using machine learning first we have to train model for classification. For classification we use naive bayes 
(NB), random forest (RF), decision tree, support vector machine (SVM). We use various machine learning algorithm for find phishy 
email with high accuracy model. We have start from pre-processing and cleaning email format. Such as removing unnecessary 
words, stemming. Then we compressing feature and finally implement feature selection techniques. Our main target is to preserve 
most important feature not all features. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Information is interchange by heavily use of E-mail. There are many chances to get fraud e-mail by any of user and which is 
harmful for our security and it can lead to steal our personal information from our device like card details, credentials, bank 
information, personal information etc, this kind of mail called as Phishy [2] E-mail. Opposite from this a mail which is not harmful 
for our information and security it’s called Ham [2] E-mail. So, we have to classify this mail and inform end user to phishy e-mail is 
dangerous for your system. One survey has been done on discuss methods of protection against phishing email attacks in detail [4]. 
They present an overview to use Machine Learning (ML) [6] technique to protect against phishing email. Most classifiers used to 
identify phishing email are based on supervised learning. Supervised learning technique build one model which is first train and 
after used to detect phishing e-mail based on given data set of e-mail with predefined label. There is various algorithm for 
classification available in literature varied from accuracy, performance and size of dataset. Classification on e-mail has been done 
through spam and non-spam e-mail. Paper on (Machine learning for email spam filtering: review, approaches and open research 
problems), used Machine Learning (ML) technique for classification. There are many techniques for classification like supervised 
and unsupervised learning in machine learning. For supervised learning many algorithm available like Naïve Bayes (NB) [1], 
Decision Tree [1], Random Forest [1], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] etc, based on which dataset they are used.  
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Classification can be more accurate if we are used best algorithm but result may vary upon size of dataset. In case of classification 
most of problem classify based on text patent [7]. First of all, we have to identify text patent from e-mail body and remove stop 
word from text. For classification of mail into spam [1] and non-spam [1] 27 features is used. E.g. 1. Message format, 2. Number of 
URLs, 3. Keywords. These are the features used for classification of e-mail into phishy [2] or ham [2]. 

 
Figure 1. Work flow of classification [1][6] 

In supervised learning technique there is given predefined label and input form text file (M-box a file which is contain more than 
one e-mail text) from there need to extract features which is select by feature selection [4]. After process of feature selection 
machine learning algorithm apply on them and build one classifier model which is able to predict whether it is phishy [3] or ham [3] 
e-mail. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Most of filtering method used text techniques so all problems linked with classification. Our research present extract features from 
e-mails and removed unnecessary features. Various Machine Learning classification algorithm are presents today but we are focus 
on only four algorithms which is Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine (SVM). We use only 
supervise learning method because we have used discrete data set for classification. 

A.  Naïve Bayes (NB) 
Naive Bayes classifier assumes that the presence of a particular feature in a class is unrelated to the presence of any other feature. 
Naive Bayes model is easy to build and particularly useful for very large data sets. Along with simplicity, Naive Bayes is known 
to outperform even highly sophisticated classification methods. Naïve Bayes classifier works on following formula: 

 
Figure 2. Formula of bayes algorithm 

Where,  
1) P(c|x) is the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attributes). 
2) P(c) is the prior probability of class. 
3) P(x|c) is the likelihood which is the probability of predictor given class. 
4) P(x) is the prior probability of predictor. 
Naïve bayes used for find probability of data which is available by decision or not. Posterior probability finds by particular instance 
available with product to total instance available in same class divide by total number of availabilities. Naïve bayes is very useful 
for classification where classification is based on probability. 
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B.  Decision Tree 
Decision tree classifier used to classify data into respective class which they are belongs to class. Decision tree worked on splitting 
data into sub-nodes start with root node. Where leaf node called as which not splitting further. We have extract features from the e-
mail which is splitting into sub-node if the feature set meets to phishy feature set then classify into phishy else ham. Decision trees 
classify the examples by sorting them down the tree from the root to some leaf node, with the leaf node providing the classification 
to the example. Each node in the tree acts as a test case for some attribute, and each edge descending from that node corresponds to 
one of the possible answers to the test case. This process is recursive in nature and is repeated for every subtree rooted at the new 
nodes. Provide a clear indication of which fields are most important for prediction or classification. 

C.  Random Forest 
Random forest is an ensemble classifier which is made using many decision tree classifiers. Model which is combine results from 
different models. A huge number of unrelated trees functions like one model and outcome is individual with respect to classification 
of every tree. Random forest works like decision tree but difference is in random forest use many trees to classify into respective 
class. Feature set already provide with classifier so random forest classifier made a decision respect to which feature set is belongs 
to phishy class or ham class. We have used 40 features for classify e-mail into whether it is phishy or ham. 

D.  Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
Support vector machine is based on the idea of finding a hyperplane that best divides a dataset into two classes with support vector. 
Support vector is participant data which is classify into separate class further. SVM works on find nearest hyperplane which is 
divided support vector into their respective class. Hyperplane limited as boundary of support vectors. Hyperplane basically work on 
2D view where data is clearly far from hyperplane but what if data is too dense? So, in case we have to use 3D view to classify data 
into respective class.  SVM is more accurate and efficient on small data size. 

 
Figure 3. support vectors 

E.  Feature Extraction 
Feature extraction algorithm extracts features from e-mails data set. We have used 40 features and apply algorithm to classify e-
mail. List of features is following: 
1) Body_formsS 
2) Body_html 
3) Body_noCharacters 
4) Body_noDistinctWords 
5) Body_noFunctionWords 
6) Body_noWords 
7) Body_richness 
8) Body_suspension 

These are the features which is extracted from E-mails which is used by machine learning (ML) algorithm for classify e-mail 
whether it is phishy or ham. 
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IV. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
We have tested four algorithm and choose high accurate algorithm for classify e-mail into phishy or ham. Result may vary upon size 
of dataset. We have tested 3600 e-mail for testing purpose and find accuracy of every algorithm. We observe that random forest has 
highest accuracy as 99.05% followed by decision tree which has 98.77% accuracy. This accuracy may vary upon quantity of dataset. 
Fig 4,5,6 and 7 shows accuracy of model respective Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 
Random Forest (RF). 

 
Figure 4. output of NB 

 
Figure 5. output of DT 
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Figure 6 output of SVM 

 
Figure 7 output of RF 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In the future, we will try to test more e-mail so we will get perfect accuracy of model. The technique proposed here give results 
based on accuracy and F1 score. F1 score measured with True Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative. We have 
chosen Random Forest algorithm (with Accuracy 99.05%) for classification whether it is phishy or ham. In future we can integrate 
our proposed method to Google, Yahoo, Microsoft etc, mail service provider with more specific accuracy. 
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